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ABSTRACT: “Real time speech to text” can be defined as accurate conversion of words that represents uttered word instantly after speaking. Speech-to-text-conversion is a useful tool for integrating people with hearing impairments in oral communication settings, e.g. counseling interviews or conferences. However, the transfer of speech into written language in real time requires special techniques as it must be very fast and correct to be understandable. Our aim is to develop software that enhances the user’s way of speech through correctness of pronunciation following the English phonetics. This software allows one to learn, judge and recognize their potential in English language. It also facilitates an extra add-on feature which nourishes the user’s communication skills by an option of text to speech conversion also. The paper introduces and discusses different techniques for speech to text conversion and its process that described in complement with the options that are already in use. This paper presents a method to design a Text to Speech conversion module by the use of Matlab. This method is simple to implement and involves much lesser use of memory spaces.
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1 INTRODUCTION

For past several decades, designers have used or processed speech for different applications. Speech recognition reduces the difficulties and problems caused by other communication methods. In the past speech has not been used much in the field of electronics and computers. However, with modern processes, algorithms, and methods we can process speech signals easily and use it in our desirable fields. Our speech-to-text engine directly converts speech to text. It can complement the idea giving users a different choice for data entry. Our speech-to-text engine can also provide data entry options for blind, deaf, or physically handicapped users. Text-to-speech convention transforms linguistic information stored as data or text into speech. It is widely used in audio reading devices for blind people now a days [1]. In the last few years however; the use of text-to-speech conversion technology has grown far beyond the disabled community to become a major adjunct to the rapidly growing use of digital voice storage for voice mail and voice response systems. Also developments in Speech synthesis technology for various languages have already taken place [2] [3]. Many speech synthesizers using complex neural networks have also been designed [4]. In the bigger picture, the module can open up a window of opportunities for the less privileged paving the way for a plethora of employment opportunities for them in the job sector. It can also play a defining role in establishing communication of the blind if it is incorporated into mobile phones (so that text messages could be converted into speech). [5] [6]. The existing system deals with various dictionaries, which implements dictation of words with correct pronunciation. It supports the operation, only for a set of words, which are available in the dictionary. The availability of such software doesn’t eradicate the problem, which is being discussed in the picture. The system speaks out the selected
word, which the user wishes to listen to. The current system is focused more on polishing the pronunciation from better to best and not focused to bringing up someone from nothing to best.

2 PROPERTIES OF SPEECH

The most natural way to communicate for human beings is through words. Human respiratory and articulator systems which consist of different organs and muscles generate speech [8][9]. Coordinated action of these speech production organs creates speech. The speech or voice can be categorized in many ways. In general, the following ways are mainly analyzed: acoustic, phonetic, phonological, morphological, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic. These levels are used or being processed in the way of converting text to speech. Furthermore, communication in spoken language can be divided as linguistic and paralinguistic. Paralinguistic information is considered as information about the speaker, way how words are spoken, and the factors during speech like breathing, speed, intonation, hesitation etc. And linguistic is considered as the actual meaning of word. Mainly Paralinguistic is the way of communication and linguistic is the information conveyed during communication.

3 THEORETICAL APPROACH

Over the past 20 years several developers and designers has improved the way of converting speech to text in real time [15]. It is their hard work that we are able to convert speech to text. The developments are done by improving technologies, computer systems and communication ways. These parallel developments led the way to the applications we use today for converting speech into text.

Currently, two major options are available for providing real-time speech-to-text services:

2. Communication access (or computer aided) real-time translation

3.1 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN METHODS

There is a lot of difference between these two methods:

1. In their process of generating speech to text [11] in real time [12].
2. With respect to the circumstances under which the methods can be properly used and
3. With respect to the amount of training which is will help to convert speech to text successfully.

3.2 SPEECH PREPROCESSING

We used MATLAB software’s sound recorder tools for speech processing and also use those steps:-

i. The system must identify useful or significant samples from the speech signal. To accomplish this goal, the system divides the speech samples into overlapped frames

ii. The system checks the frames for voice activity using endpoint detection and energy threshold calculations.

iii. The speech samples are passed through a pre-emphasis filter.

iv. The system performs autocorrelation analysis on each frame.

We implemented these steps with C# programming, which was executed based on the algorithms. Although we used the same C# programming for training and recognition, the C# code executes on a PC during training. Then we downloaded the Nios II software. This is embedded software. It will supply the Hidden Markov Model (HMM). It will also supply the dedicated tools for Quartus II software. With the help of the journal paper we found the names of these programs and their work.

We could have performed software design and simulation using the Quartus II software and use SOPC [6] Builder to create the system from readily available, easy-to-use components. With the Nios II IDE, we can easily create application software for the Nios II processor with the intuitive click-to-run IDE interface. SOPC Builder’s built-in support for interfaces and the easy programming interface provided by the Nios II software application layer make the Nios II processor for implementing our on-line speech-to-text system.
We started doing the work in order to build our project with the journal, but the Quartus II software needs to be programmed in .qsf language. It was a problem. So we started digging our way up.

4 SPEECH TO TEXT SYSTEM

Our speech-to-text system converts speech to text from instantly given voice. This system does not synthesize the quality of recorded human speech. There are different technologies suitable for different applications.

Basically, there is no simple metric that could be applied to any STT [Speech to Text] system and which would give a clear concept of the overall quality of any system. The main reason is that the STT system should not be assessed in isolated place, but it should be evaluated for their respective uses. There are many uses for STT systems, so they should be given to their exact destinations.

4.1 BUILDING PROCESS

In the process of completing our project, we have to go through certain processes. Those processes are described below:

i. Recording audio & converting it into .wav format
ii. Processing that .wav file
iii. Storing it in a file
iv. Making software to compare the audio with other audio files with inserted voice and recognize it
v. Making a program to show the voice files in text format.

![Fig. 1. Part of the waveform sound done with Matlab software](image)

4.1.1 REQUIREMENTS

- Personal Computer (Desktop/laptop)
- Matlab Version 11
- Visual Studio 2010
- Audio Recorder Toolbox
- Microphone & Headset

4.2 WORK PROCESS

Our speech-to-text system directly acquires and converts speech to text. We built the project using Microsoft Visual Studio. But to use the direct conversion we have to add Speech SDK 5.0. We downloaded this software from MSDN Library. Then we installed that program. We added this software with Visual studio. Then we started building the program. We took a simple windows form application.
Fig. 2. Starting a new project with visual studio 10

Then we had to add reference. We added .speechlib as a reference. We also added system. sound for building the project correctly.

Fig. 3. adding a reference

After that we have added a button to the form. The button is called ‘Start dictation’.

Fig. 4. adding a button

We did the code for the project in C#. The entire project is based on C# on Microsoft Visual Studio 10. We have added the Dictation format from Speech SDK 5.1. The project is based on a voice database of Microsoft.

Fig. 5. coding of the project
4.3 IMPLEMENTATION

The project implements a speech-to-text system using isolated word recognition with a vocabulary of limited words (recognized with SDK 5.1) and statistical modeling (HMM) for machine speech recognition. In the training phase, the uttered digits are recorded using 16-bit pulse code modulation (PCM) with a sampling rate of 8 KHz and saved as a wave file using sound recorder software. We use the MATLAB software’s wavread command to convert the .wav files to speech samples.

Generally, a speech signal consists of noise-speech-noise. The detection of actual speech in the given samples is important. We divided the speech signal into frames of 450 samples each with an overlap of 300 samples, i.e., two-thirds of a frame length. The speech is separated from the pauses using voice activity detection (VAD) techniques.

The system performs speech analysis using the linear predictive coding (LPC) method. From the LPC coefficients we get the weighted cepstral coefficients and cepstral time derivatives, which form the feature vector for a frame. Then, the system performs vector quantization using a vector codebook. The resulting vectors form the observation sequence. For each word in the vocabulary, the system builds an HMM model and trains the model during the training phase is performed using PC-based C programs.

5 RESULT

We took samples from various users by making them pronounce the same word. The following table shows the result:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Words</th>
<th>User 1</th>
<th>User 2</th>
<th>User 3</th>
<th>User 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hello</td>
<td>Hello</td>
<td>Haul</td>
<td>Hello</td>
<td>Hello</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excuse me</td>
<td>Seem</td>
<td>Yes me</td>
<td>Excuse me</td>
<td>Excuse me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thank you</td>
<td>Thank you</td>
<td>Thank you</td>
<td>Thank to</td>
<td>Thank you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

The performance of the project is very good. It recognizes the words with its added database. If the words match then it shows the output. Its accuracy is 75%

5.1.1 ADVANTAGE

We do have a few advantages comparing to the previous method described in the journal. They are:

i. Timing: Our timing is better. [Because we are converting speech to text instantly, within 2-3 sec]

ii. Costing: Our costing is much less. [Because we are doing it in our personal computers and using only 2 softwares]

iii. Hassle of using lot things: We have only used two softwares- Matlab & Visual Studio 10

5.1.2 DISADVANTAGE

i. The disadvantage is that our project will only run in those computers’s which has visual studio in it.

ii. Another disadvantage is with our accent. The SDK only recognizes American accent. So it sometimes miswrites our voice messages.

5.2 TARGET USERS

The design can be used for various applications. The basic system can be used in applications such as:

- Interactive voice response system (IVRS) [7]
- Voice-dialing in mobile phones and telephones [10]
- Hands-free dialing in wireless Bluetooth headsets
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- PIN and numeric password entry modules
- Automated teller machines (ATMs)
- Data entry work
- In classroom works for disabled students

6 Discussion

A low cost, fully functional speech to text converter meets the need of converting voice into text. It is very good and useful. As Bangladesh [16] is a developing country, here needs to develop in software side. For developing the sector you need to be eager and research minded. If you can promote this, it will be very helpful and inspired. Neither this project is costly nor critical, so it is available.

7 Future Work

Our project is a fully functional complete project. Our project can be used as various School/College/University labs. It can be also used for various research projects. We can improve the performance of the project by training our computers with our voice. By this method the computer will come to know our voice, the way we speak, our accent. This will help to make this project’s performance better. Another scope of changing is that this project can be built for mobile [9]. So it will be easier for people to use this project.
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